TTR Tax Expert Access for Accountants
Get tax right with essential research

TTR Research products allow accounting firms and state and local tax
practitioners to get tax right for their clients with comprehensive, upto-date sales and use tax research that is relevant to them. The insights
are easy to search, understand, and reference, giving finance and tax
professionals peace of mind.
Intuitive self-service research tools and the industry’s most robust tax
Q&A database are managed and continually updated by TTR tax
researchers. These tools enable firms to reduce time searching and
interpreting government websites, while improving client response
time, enabling client compliance, and supporting audit defense.
TTR Tax Expert Access for Accountants gives accounting firms access
to a comprehensive tax research library organized by industry, with
clear answers to common tax questions to help respond to client
inquiries. It includes rates, charts, historical tax information, and tax
checklists to help clients with tough tax decisions.
Still not sure? Access our Q&A database or send specific tax questions
to TTR tax research experts for even more help understanding tax
regulations.

Get tax right with comprehensive
up-to-date research

Save time with easy-to-find and
understand research

Get direct access to tax researchers

• Knowledge base is regularly
maintained and supported by
citations to relevant statutes and
legislation
• Detailed information is organized
by industry according to what
businesses sell and buy, matching
real-life scenarios

• Plain language explanations for
complex tax legislation presented
by item, industry, and state
• Advanced search filters and
suggested search terms
• Items are organized with a defined,
consistent taxonomy

• Ability to send specific tax questions to
tax research team and receive prompt
responses
• Extensive database of thousands of
questions asked by like-minded tax
professionals and answered by tax
researchers

Sales tax research

Industry-specific answers

Conduct comprehensive research and authoritatively
respond to client inquiries on sales taxability, rates, and
regulations.

Find comprehensive tax research and insights relevant to
a specific type of business or industry. Information is
organized by industry according to what businesses buy
and sell, matching real-life scenarios. Quickly zero in on
the answers your clients need for their business.

TTR Tax Expert Access for Accountants provides simple
explanations that are easy to understand and backed by
citations to the law. Easily share historical information,
roof-top level tax rates, and “Yes/No” answers on
product taxability questions with your clients. Develop
easy-to-understand comparison charts to support your
advice to clients.

Multi-state level comparisons allow you to compare a
specific transaction type across all US states for
consistent answers. This is extremely useful for clients
selling similar items across multiple states.
Decision trees support modeling complex scenarios like
multi-jurisdiction drop shipments, government
contracts, software maintenance, and commercial and
residential construction.

Direct access to tax researchers
Access the Q&A database to find answers that our tax
experts have previously provided to common questions.
For those times when you’re still not sure, submit a
specific question to our tax research team and they will
respond promptly.

Who is Avalara?
We're a team of tax experts and technologists behind one solution for your accounting firm. We live and breathe
sales tax and license compliance. We help firms confidently and efficiently provide compliance services to their
clients.
From independent operators to midsize businesses and Fortune 100 companies, more than 30,000 customers choose
Avalara for tax compliance tools scaled to their needs. You'll find Avalara all around the world helping businesses
prepare for growth in the global market.

Learn more at avalara.com
Contact us for a demo and consultation.
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